
At what diameter does an aluminum 
boat sink?



Question 

How can steel ships 
float, but steel nails 
sink?



Abstract

Have you noticed that when you sit in the bathtub that the water you sit 
in repels from the weight of your body? Well a scientist named Archimedes 
discovered that when you put objects, like your body, gets placed in water. 
That the water repels or pushes away from you or other objects. so we 
are going to make spherical boats out of aluminum foil. We are going to 
find out what point they can push away enough water, causing them to 
sink, so we are going to determine the diameter which the lifting of force 
is just not strong enough to keep them afloat.



Research
Steel ships float on water because their less heavy than 
the amount of water they push away when they start to 
sink. But steel nails sink because the destiny of steel is 
greater than the destiny of the water. Most ships are 
made out of steel or aluminum alloy. So that means that 
steel ships are less heavy than the amount of water they 
push away. 



Hypothesis

If putting a steel ship in water floats, then 
that means that aluminum foil boats will 
float, because it is less heavier than the 
amount of water it pushes away when it 
sinks.



Variables

Independent variable:the size of the foil
Dependent variable:measuring the foil
Constant:water and foil



Materials
. Towel or paper towels
.large clear bowl or container
. Tap water
. Heavy-duty aluminum foil
. Ruler, metric
. Pen
. Scissors
. Permanent marker
. Hammer or mallet
. Lab notebook
. Optional: graph paper



Procedure

Step 1: Spread out the towel or paper towels on a hard work surface.
Step 2: Fill the bowl or container about two-thirds full of tap water and set it on the 
towels or paper towels
Step 3: using the ruler and a pen, measure out a square of aluminum foil that is 25 cm 
square.
Step 4; cut out the square of aluminum foil with the scissors
Step 5: repeat step 3-4 until you have three equally sized square sheets of aluminum.
Step 6: for each aluminum sheet, create a data table in your lab notebook for testing- one 
for each aluminum sheet.



(Cm) Sink or 
float

12 cm Float

(Cm) Sink or 
float

12 cm Float

(Cm) Sink or 
float

12 cm Float



Conclusion

My hypothesis stated, If putting a steel ship in water 
floats, then that means that aluminum foil boats will 
float, because it is less heavier than the amount of 
water it pushes away when it sinks. The hypothesis 
stated correctly about the project. I really liked this 
project it was really fun to do.




